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In November, we commemorate National Native American Heritage
Month, "a time to celebrate rich and diverse cultures, traditions, and
histories and to acknowledge the important contributions of Native

people," according to the National Congress of American Indians

Native American Aerospace Pioneer:
Colonel Nicole Mann

On October 6, 2022, NASA successfully
launched the Dragon Endurance spacecraft as
part of the SpaceX Crew-5 mission, which will
include the astronauts on board spending five
months aboard the International Space Station.
The mission commander, Col Nicole Mann, has
made history as the first Native American
woman to go to space. Additionally, she is also
the first woman to command a SpaceX mission. 
Col Mann is a graduate of the US Naval
Academy, Stanford University, and a member
of the Wailacki of the Round Valley Indian
Tribes. She spent most of her career as a naval
aviator in the United States Marine Corps
before being selected to be part of NASA
Astronaut Group 21 in 2013. 
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The History of NNAHM

The history of National Native American Heritage Month goes back
to 1976 when J.C. Elliott-High Eagle, a physicist who served as lead

retrofire officer during the Apollo 13 mission, wrote a document
that would eventually become the nation's first Presidential

declaration of a Native American recognition week, signed by
President Gerald Ford in October of 1976. President Ronald Reagan

moved the week to November in 1986, and finally, in 1990, President
Bush signed legislation designating the entire month of November

for this national observance. 

Native Lands of the Mid-Atlantic Region

A common practice during NNAHM is to recognize and draw
attention to the tribal lands that people currently inhabit. Before

America was colonized, the US was made up of various autonomous,
independent tribal nations spread across the land. Most of the Mid-
Atlantic Region of the CAP resides on lands that once belonged to

the Powhatan, Cherokee, and Shawnee peoples (just to name a few).
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Want to Get Involved in DEI?
Interested in helping make Civil Air Patrol a more diverse, inclusive,
and equitable organization? Do you have experience with DEI work

in the workplace, school, or other activities? The Mid-Atlantic Region
is seeking enthusiastic and qualified candidates to serve as Assistant

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Officer. You can find more
information on the Mid-Atlantic Region Staff Vacancies webpage.

Interested applicants should contact the Region DEI Officer 1st Lt Fu
(bfu@mar.cap.gov)

-
A number of wings across the Mid-Atlantic Region are also in search

of officers for their DEI staffs. Check your wing websites, or reach
out to your wing DEI, to see if there are opportunities to get

involved.

CAP DEI Work: 
Demographics From Around the Region

Every month, the diversity, equity, and inclusion officers collect and
analyze demographic data of the membership of the Region as a

whole, as well as for each wing individually. This informs goal-
setting, program development, and recruitment and retention

efforts.
-

Civil Air Patrol has set national goals to increase female membership
by 1% and non-white membership by 0.5% annually. These

benchmarks are used by the Region in its own evaluations of
demographics changes. The Region DEI team will publish a report at
the end of the year on the overall demographics changes, but so far,

every wing in MAR is on track to meet and exceed these goals, so
keep an eye out for the final report to see how your wing did! 


